


Billions of years in the future, when most of 

the stars have died, only rare white dwarfs 

remain-the last light in the universe.

1 Rotating Game Board

15 alien

faction cards
24 action cards

(6 for each player)
20 Small ships

(5 for each player)

32 extractors

(8 for each player)

12 medium ships 

(3 for each player)
8 large ships

(2 for each player) 7 asteroids

4 player boards 4 colony ship tokens

Components

last light
Last Light is a fast-paced 4X game with simultaneous turns for 2-4 players.

Take on the roles of alien factions racing to control the last light in the universe. Research 
technologies, mine and trade resources, build ships and extractors, and harvest light to get 
ahead of your competitors. The first player to collect 20 light wins the game! 

The Iou’Nell (eye-oh-NELL) were among the first to reach out beyond their stars to find other 
worlds. Having known centuries of peace on their homeworld of N’shara, the three-eyed bipedal 
species unlocked the mystery of extra-dimensional space travel using their advanced technology 
and the minerals found on N’shara, which possess properties that defied many previously held 
truths of physics. The Iou’Nell are tall, averaging 3 meters in height, with skin tones ranging from 
pale yellows and oranges to deep greys and blues. Their lineage can be identified through their 
spiral-patterned markings, typically of a darker hue than their base skin tone. Though they speak of 
their advancements in a metaphysical manner, often using spiritual metaphor, their truths are very 
much grounded in science and technology.

Now part of the greater community of galactic species, the Iou’Nell are known for their relative 
pacifism, unmatched insight, and their tendencies towards peace and harmony. They are also 
known for their curiosity related to new advancements and discoveries in technology. Willing to 
share their advanced technology as well as their philosophy, they often find places among 
councils and advisory roles as well as mediators in disputes among other factions. Others may see 
them as easy prey, due to their pacifistic ways, but tend to find them quite formidable in their 
ability to defend themselves and their allies.

Iou'Nell

You start the 
game with 1 
additional 

unresearched 
technology 
card. When 
playing your 

research 
action, draw 1 

additional card.

Iou'Nell

Gather resources for each of your 
mining constructs.
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Mine

Mine

Research Manufacture 
Technologies

Spend resources  
to manufacture  
any number of  

unresearched techs  
you own.

Gain 1 light for every 4 
techs you have in play. 
Then, draw 3 tech cards 

and choose 2 to add 
to your unresearched 

techs.

Research 1
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30 grey common 

resources

15 unique planets

15 planetary

ID tokens
12 Deep space

exploration tokens

1 white dwarf star

20 damage tokens

18 common planetary 

exploration tokens

15 rare planetary 

exploration tokens

16 planetary

achievement cards

(4 for each player)

15 purple uncommon 

resources

15 orange rare 

resources

15 small light
crystals (value 1)

15 large light 
crystals (value 5)

1 first player 

token

4 graveyard 

Cards
6 custom 

dice
20 attention 

tokens

80 technology

cards
4 reference

cards

*For most components, the numbers listed are what 
we’ve asked the manufacturer to include in each 
copy but are more than you actually need in order 
to account for manufacturing variance (or in case 
your dog eats one). If you find your counts are over 
or under by a couple of pieces, in most cases, your 
game will still be completely playable as intended.

x blaster

SHIP MOD

This ship type has 

+1

Graveyard
If you destroy an enemy unit, place it on this card.
When 4 enemy units are on this card, return them 

and gain        . Opponents may Build ships from your 
graveyard, but pay the resource cost to you if they do.

3+

Research a tech 
without paying its cost.

Exploration

You may move 
one of your ships 
to this sector.

Gain a resource of 
the type shown.

Gain a light.

Exploration

You may pick up an 
action card other than 
the Refresh card.

Draw one technology 
card and put it in 
your hand.

You may take a trade 
action, making one 
trade only.

Gain a small ship 
in this sector.

You may immediately 
build an extractor on 
this planet.

Planetary Achievement

Keep Hidden

Play immediately 
when you control 2 

red planets.

Gain 2 

3
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setup

Give each player the following components in their chosen color:

 5 small, 3 medium, and 2 large ships

 8 extractors

 1 colony ship

 6 action cards

Also give each player:

 1 set of planetary achievement cards

 2 alien faction cards (Note: some alien faction cards are labeled 3+  
    and should be removed when playing with 2 players.)

 1 graveyard card (with the correct side face up, according to the number of players in your game)

 1 player board

Set up the game board according to the number of players as pictured on pages 6, 7 
and 8. Any unused tokens should be returned to the box.

The planets (along with their planetary ID tokens) should be randomly distributed to 
their locations as shown on the map.

The planetary exploration tokens should be shuffled in two face-down piles according 
to their type, then assigned face down to their locations as shown on the map. 

Randomly distribute the deep space exploration tokens face down to their locations. 
Then place the asteroid tokens and the players’ colony ship tokens.

Lastly, each player places one small ship in their starting sector and an extractor on 
one of the common resource spaces (grey) on their colony ship token.
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For each

you roll in 

combat, you 

may: 

Deshard

The Iou’Nell (eye-oh-NELL) were among the first to reach out beyond their stars to find other 
worlds. Having known centuries of peace on their homeworld of N’shara, the three-eyed bipedal 
species unlocked the mystery of extra-dimensional space travel using their advanced technology 
and the minerals found on N’shara, which possess properties that defied many previously held 
truths of physics. The Iou’Nell are tall, averaging 3 meters in height, with skin tones ranging from 
pale yellows and oranges to deep greys and blues. Their lineage can be identified through their 
spiral-patterned markings, typically of a darker hue than their base skin tone. Though they speak of 
their advancements in a metaphysical manner, often using spiritual metaphor, their truths are very 
much grounded in science and technology.

Now part of the greater community of galactic species, the Iou’Nell are known for their relative 
pacifism, unmatched insight, and their tendencies towards peace and harmony. They are also 
known for their curiosity related to new advancements and discoveries in technology. Willing to 
share their advanced technology as well as their philosophy, they often find places among 
councils and advisory roles as well as mediators in disputes among other factions. Others may see 
them as easy prey, due to their pacifistic ways, but tend to find them quite formidable in their 
ability to defend themselves and their allies.

Iou'Nell
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PLANETARY TERMINOLOGY
Inner Planets - planets on the small inner ring.

Outer Planets - planets on the large middle ring.
Distant Planets - planets not on either ring.

NOTE: There are slight modification to the rules 
when playing with 2-players. After reading the 
rules for all player counts, make sure to read 

the 2-Player Variant rules on pg. 15.

Graveyard
If you destroy an enemy unit, place it on this card.

When 4 enemy units are on this card, return them 

and gain        . Opponents may Build ships from your 

graveyard, but pay the resource cost to you if they do.

3+



1

Each player secretly and simultaneously chooses 1 planetary achievement card and  
1 alien faction card to keep. The rest are returned to the box face down.

All players reveal their alien faction card .

Give the first player token to the player 
who most recently looked at the stars.

You are now ready to begin!

Place the resources, damage tokens, and dice near the board within easy reach 
of all players.

4

5

6

7

8

Shuffle the deck of technology cards and place it near the board face down. Then 
deal 1 technology card to each player. 

3

4

5

ai targeting

SHIP ABILITY

Pay  to treat this as a 

Galactic
Monument

CIVILIZATION
Exhaust this card  

to gain 

development

CIVILIZATION
When taking the 
construct action, you may exhaust this card to build an extra 

extractor.

For each

you roll in 
combat, you 

may: 

Deshard

When you build 
an extractor, 
immediately 

gain resources 
as though you 

mined this 
planet.

Allterra

If one or more of 
your ships harvest 

light from the 
center star, gain 

1 extra 

Lyannae

When you play 
your command 

action, you 
may spend

to move 1 ship 1 
extra sector.

Talorin
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warp drive

SHIP ABILITY

You may exhaust  
this card and pay  .     

to move one of your ships 
of this type to any location.

warp drive

SHIP ABILITY

You may exhaust  
this card and pay  .     

to move one of your ships 
of this type to any location.

warp drive

SHIP ABILITY

You may exhaust  
this card and pay  .     

to move one of your ships 
of this type to any location.

3

3

6

5
Graveyard

If you destroy an enemy unit, place it on this card.
When 4 enemy units are on this card, return them 

and gain        . Opponents may Build ships from your 
graveyard, but pay the resource cost to you if they do.

3+

Graveyard
If you destroy an enemy unit, place it on this card.
When 4 enemy units are on this card, return them 

and gain        . Opponents may Build ships from your 
graveyard, but pay the resource cost to you if they do.

3+

Graveyard
If you destroy an enemy unit, place it on this card.
When 4 enemy units are on this card, return them 

and gain        . Opponents may Build ships from your 
graveyard, but pay the resource cost to you if they do.

3+

Graveyard
If you destroy an enemy unit, place it on this card.
When 4 enemy units are on this card, return them 

and gain        . Opponents may Build ships from your 
graveyard, but pay the resource cost to you if they do.

3+

NOTE: This graphic 

 is a combination of the random planet 
icon and the appropriate planetary 

exploration token icon.



4-player setup

KEY

COLONY SHIP

WHITE DWARF

PLANET (random)

ASTEROID

COMMON PLANETARY EXPLORATION TOKEN (face-down)

RARE PLANETARY EXPLORATION TOKEN (face-down)

DEEP SPACE EXPLORATION TOKEN (face-down)

  Stacked random Planet + appropriate planetary 
  exploration token

66



3-player setup

77

KEY

COLONY SHIP

WHITE DWARF

PLANET (random)

ASTEROID

COMMON PLANETARY EXPLORATION TOKEN (face-down)

RARE PLANETARY EXPLORATION TOKEN (face-down)

DEEP SPACE EXPLORATION TOKEN (face-down)

  Stacked random Planet + appropriate planetary 
  exploration token
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NOTE: The 2-Player game uses the variant rules on pg 15. We recommend you 
familiarize yourself with the standard rules before reading the variant rules.

2-player setup

KEY

COLONY SHIP

WHITE DWARF

PLANET (random)

ASTEROID

COMMON PLANETARY EXPLORATION TOKEN (face-down)

RARE PLANETARY EXPLORATION TOKEN (face-down)

DEEP SPACE EXPLORATION TOKEN (face-down)

  Stacked random Planet + appropriate planetary 
  exploration token



winning the game

playing the game

The game ends at the end of a round when at least one player has 20+ light. Whoever has 
the most light at the end of the game wins. 

Turns in Last Light are played simultaneously. Only the Command action card must be 
resolved in player order, beginning with the player holding the first player token and 
proceeding clockwise.

Each round, players simultaneously choose a single action 
card to play then take the action(s) on that card. Your played 
action cards stay on the table until you play your Refresh 
card. Refresh cards stay on the table until all players have 
played their Refresh. 

After the last Refresh has been played, and all players have finished their actions, each 
player takes their Refresh card back and the board is rotated according to the end of 
round instructions (pg.14).

Each action card has a unique effect listed below. Though most actions can be resolved 
simultaneously, if there is ever a conflict with regards to the timing resolution of actions 
or technologies, the player with the lower # on their played action card resolves theirs 
first. If the conflict occurs between players who both played the same action card, resolve 
beginning with the player holding the first player token and proceeding clockwise.
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NOTE:  Players always get an action. 
If—at the start of a round—you have 

no action cards in your hand, pick up 
all your action cards except Refresh.

Your alien faction will travel the galaxy and collect the needed supplies to secure the most light 
by the end of the game. The following is a brief description of what each action will do for you.

1. Research: Gain new technologies to  
    enhance your other actions

2. Mine: Gather resources from your extractors

3. Construct : Build ships and extractors

4. Trade: Exchange your resources for other  
     types of resources

5. Refresh: Return all previously played action  
     cards and gain light

6. Command: Move your ships and attack enemy ships

Resources are the currency of Last 
Light. You need them to purchase 

technologies, ships, and light.

Light itself, your goal for the game.
Represented by the light crystals.

OVERVIEW

Common 
Resource 

Uncommon 
Resource Rare

Resource 



The player owning this board 
has a ship mod attached to their 
small ships that affects all (and 
only) their small ships. They also 
have a ship ability that activates 
when one of their medium ships 

rolls a  in combat. Their 
medium ships have two mods.

There are 3 types of technology cards which are each put into play in a slightly different way:

Civilization technology cards are played face up near your player board. 
If a civilization technology says to exhaust when you use it, flip it over 
until you play your Refresh card. If it does not say to exhaust when you 
use it, its effect is always on once you have it in play. There is no limit to 
the number of technology cards you may have in your hand or play area. 
No player may have two civilization technologies with the same name.

Ship ability technology cards are played on your player board to the left of the 
ship type they are modifying (see the example board below). These cards activate 
every time you roll a  when attacking with a ship of the associated type. Each 
ship type may only have one ship ability. Playing a ship ability on a ship type that 
already has one causes the previously played technology card to be discarded.

Ship mod technology cards are played beneath the ship depicted on your player 
board and slid under the board so that only the effect icon remains visible.

Ship mods give a permanent upgrade to all ships of the associated type. These 
mods can give ships additional movement , additional shields , or 
additional attacks .

 Small ships may hold 1 ship mod.

 Medium ships may hold 2 ship mods.

 Large ships may hold 3 ship mods.

resourcefulness

CIVILIZATION

Exhaust this card to 
unexhaust another 
technology card.

planning

SHIP ABILITY

You may exhaust this 
card to return an action 

card to your hand.

bombardment

SHIP MOD
This ship can now 
bombard enemy 

extractors.
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power shield

SHIP MOD

This ship type has

+1

x blaster

SHIP MOD

This ship type has 

+1

supersonic

SHIP MOD

This ship type has

+1

Research is broken into two parts (Research & Manufacture Technologies) 
which are resolved in order.

1. Research

Gain 1  for every 4 technology cards you have in play. Then, draw 3  
technology cards from the technology deck and add 2 to your hand as  
unresearched technology cards. The other card is discarded face up next  
to the technology deck.

2. Manufacture TechNOLOGIES
Play any number of unresearched technology cards from your hand by paying the costs 
indicated in the center of those cards. Resources paid to manufacture technology cards are 
returned to the supply.

Action Card #1 - Research

Name

Cost

Type

Effect

planning

SHIP ABILITY

You may exhaust this 
card to return an action 

card to your hand.



Choose 2 of the following actions to perform. You may choose the same action twice.

  Gain 1 

  Trade 2  for 1  (or 1  for 2 )

  Trade 2  for 1  (or 1  for 2 )

  Trade 2  for 1 

After choosing your two actions, choose 1 other player to gain 1  from the supply.

Refresh is broken into two parts (Refresh & Claim) which are resolved in order.

1. Refresh
Ready all of your exhausted technology cards and Alien faction cards  
by flipping them face up. Remove all damage tokens currently on your 
ships. Pick up all your previously played action cards and return them to 
your hand. (Your Refresh card stays on the table.)

Action Card #4 - trade

Action Card #5 - refresh

4Trade

Gain

Then choose an opponent to gain

Pick 2
Trade

Trade

Trade

Trade

5

per outer planet

Claim
Unexhaust all of your 

cards. Heal all of 
your ships. Return all 
other action cards.

Refresh

Refresh

per inner 
planet

Action Card #3 - construct
Construct is broken into two parts (Ships & Extractor) which are resolved in order.

1. Ships
To build a ship, pay the cost indicated on your player board for the ship type 
you would like to build. You can build as many ships as you can afford to pay 
for. Built ships are placed in your home sector (the sector which contains your 
colony ship). Resources paid to build ships are returned to the supply.*

*If you wish to build a ship that is in an opponent’s graveyard, you must pay the ship build cost to that 
opponent instead of the bank and return the ship from their graveyard to play. You cannot build an 
extractor from an opponent’s graveyard. 

2. extractor
Place an extractor either on a sector of your colony ship that does not yet contain an 
extractor or in the sector of a planet containing only your ships and not containing a 
previously built extractor belonging to any player.

  You may only build a single extractor with this action.
  Building an extractor does not require you to pay any resources.
  A planet is considered to be controlled by the player who has an extractor on that planet.

3Construct

Build one extractor 
on a planet you 

have annexed, or on 
your colony ship.

  Extractor
Build ships in your 

colony ship’s sector 
by paying their cost 

in resources.

Ships
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Action Card #2 - mine

Collect a resource from the supply for each extractor you have on the board.

To see what resource is collected from planets, consult the planetary 
exploration token associated with the planet .

To see what resources are collected from your colony ship, consult 
the icons in any sector of your colony ship containing an extractor.



Action Card #6 - command

Command is broken into two parts (Move & Attack). Each of these  
steps is resolved independently and in turn order beginning with the  
player holding the first player token and proceeding clockwise.

1. Move
Move each of your ships. Ships of every size can move into 1  
adjacent sector by default. Ship mod technologies can increase a  
ship type’s movement. (Reminder: Medium ships can hold 2 ship mod  
technology cards & large ships can hold 3 ship mod technology  
cards, so it is possible that a ship moves through multiple sectors.)

Ships cannot enter a sector containing an asteroid. 
Ships cannot move to a sector that is connected to  
their current sector only by a diagonal corner.

Ships can freely enter and exit all other sectors.

After moving all of your ships, reveal any deep 
space exploration tokens or planetary exploration 
tokens in sectors you now occupy with ships. 
Tokens can be revealed in any order you choose 
but you must reveal them one at a time and 
completely resolve the effect of a revealed  
token before moving on to the next one.

Deep space exploration tokens 
are removed from the board 
after they have been resolved.

Planetary exploration tokens remain 
on the board as they depict what 
resource their associated planet 
produces when mined.

6Command

Each of your units 
may attack a target 

in range.

Attack
Move all of your 
ships up to their 

speed.

Move

2. Claim
Collect light from the general supply for each of the following:

  Collect 1 light for each extractor you have on a non-blockaded* planet on the outer ring.

  Collect 2 light for each extractor you have on a non-blockaded* planet on the inner ring.

*A planet is considered blockaded if any ships of a different color than the extractor occupy 
that sector.

A played Refresh card cannot be returned to your hand by card or explore effects 
(indicated by this symbol ). Played Refresh cards stay on the table until all players 
have played their Refresh cards, at which point a rotation occurs. This is covered in the 
end of round section below.

You may pick up an action card 
other than the Refresh card.

Draw one tech card and put it in 
your hand.

You may immediately build an 
extractor on this planet.

You may take a trade action, 
making one trade only.

Immediately build a small ship 
in this sector (if you have one 
unbuilt in your supply).

You may move one of your ships 
to this sector.

Gain resource(s) of the type shown.

Gain a light.

Research a tech without paying 
its cost.

Exploration Icons Explained
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Resource 
collected 
when you 
mine this 
planet

Effect earned immediately 
when token is revealed



Miss

Deal 1 damage

Deal 1 damage and 
activate the ship ability 
associated with this 
ship type (if possible)

Range - the range a unit can 
fire. Range 0 can only attack in 
the same sector. Range 1 can 
attack in adjacent sectors.

Shields - the amount of  
damage a unit needs to take 
to be destroyed.

Attack - the number of dice a 
unit rolls in combat.

Bombardment - Hits from this 
ship can destroy extractors 
(but only if there are no enemy 
ships remaining).

Deal 1 damage and roll 
another combat die, 
applying its result (this 
can result in a series 
of dice being added 
if the  appears 
multiple times in a 
single combat).

2. Attack
All players that chose Command must finish their movement before the attack 
phase occurs; at which point, all ships controlled by those players attack. The ships 
attack even if they did not move. The ships controlled by players that did not choose 
Command do not attack. Attacks are resolved sector by sector. The player holding the 
first player token chooses the order in which the sectors are resolved.

Attack rolls should be in turn order, but all damage is 
resolved simultaneously. A ship that takes enough  
damage to be destroyed will still roll attack dice  
before being removed from the board.

 Each small ship rolls 1 attack die by default.

 Each medium ship rolls 2 attack dice by default.

 Each large ship rolls 3 attack dice by default. 

(These numbers may be altered by ship mods or  
other technology cards)

Players may roll for their ships in any order.  
Dice should be rolled for all ships of the same  
type simultaneously. Since your ships are likely 
to have different abilities, refrain from rolling  
dice for different ship types together.

Damage is assigned to targets by the player rolling the dice.

Place a damage token beneath a ship for each damage  
it receives.

Any ship which receives damage equal to its shields is 
destroyed and placed on the graveyard card of the player 
who assigned the final damage.

Extractors may be targeted by ships with bombardment  
but only if there are no enemy ships in the sector.

Activate the ship 
ability associated 
with this ship type 
(if possible)

Combat Dice Results Explained:
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Combat Icons Explained:

Note: Sometimes technology 
cards can cause a ship to 
move after it has participated 
in combat. Each ship may only 
participate in 1 combat per turn 
unless the technology card 
specifically states otherwise.

ATTENTION TOKENS
Combat is the most complex 

phase of the game. The included 
attention tokens are provided 
for your use to help remember 

things that you might forget 
while resolving this phase. The 

most common uses are to place 
them in a sector to indicate 

that combat has already been 
resolved there or to place 

them under a ship who has a 
technology they need to activate. 



end of round

A game round ends after every player has resolved their played action card.

During the end of round phase, check to see if the board needs to be rotated and if  
the game ends. If the game continues, the start player token passes clockwise to the 
next player.

Board Rotation
If all players have their Refresh card on the table, rotation occurs.

 The inner ring rotates 90 degrees clockwise.

 The outer ring rotates 45 degrees clockwise.

 Align the  to the next clockwise position to ensure the board is rotated  
    properly.

 When the board rotates, each player collects 1 light from the supply for each ship  
    they have in the center sector (the one containing the white dwarf star)  
    regardless of the ship type.

 When the board rotates, the first player token is passed to the next player  
    clockwise.

Game End

If any player has 20+ light ,  the game ends. 

The player with the most light wins the game.

If there is a tie, the tied player with the most Technology cards in play is the winner.

If multiple tied players have the same number of technology cards in play, then the 
player among them who has the most resources wins the game.

Graveyard
If you destroy an enemy unit, place it on this card.
When 4 enemy units are on this card, return them 

and gain        . Opponents may Build ships from your 
graveyard, but pay the resource cost to you if they do.

3+

Graveyard

When you destroy an enemy ship or extractor, place it in your 
graveyard. As soon as you have 4 units in your graveyard, gain 1 
light from the supply and return the units to their original owners.
(In a 2-player game, you gain 2 light as soon as you have 4 units 
in your graveyard.)
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2-Player Variant Rules

When playing with 2-players, you must have at least 1 action card already played (i.e. on the 
table) before you may play your Refresh card.

Additonally, 2-player games include a non-player faction called “The Lumos.”

During setup, select an unplayed color to act as the Lumos and set their ships next to the 
game board. The Lumos will need no components other than their ships.

Add 2 small Lumos ships to the center sector of the game board (in the sector containing 
the white dwarf star).

Every time the board rotates, add 2 more ships to the center sector. Add the two smallest 
ships available. 

When Lumos ships are destroyed they go to the player’s graveyard as normal. When they 
are removed from the graveyard, they are returned to the box. They are never added back 
to the Lumos’ supply. If you run out of ships to add to the center sector, no new Lumos 
ships will join the game.

The Lumos are allied to whichever human player has the least light. If players are tied for 
light the Lumos are not allied to any player.

Lumos ships blockade planets of the player(s) they are not allied with.

When an allied player plays the Command card, they may command the Lumos ships as well.

Lumos ships do not reveal exploration tiles when entering a sector that contains them.

 Lumos ships do not use your faction ability—they are their own faction.

 When attacking with Lumos ships, roll  separately from your own ships as Lumos ships  
    do not use technologies associated with your civilization or your ships—they attack  
    only using the base stats associated with their ship size.

Ships destroyed by Lumos ships that you are controlling do go to your graveyard.

The Lumos change allegiance only at the end of an action card resolution. (e.g. If you were 
to discover a light during the move portion of command that would tie you with the other 
player, you would still finish commanding all the Lumos before the alliance ended.

STRATEGIC NOTE: Paying attention to when you gather light is important when 
playing with this variant. Controlling the Lumos can be key to your victory. As 

can making sure you don’t lose control of them while they occupy your sectors 
lest they suddenly begin blockading your extractors!
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